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1. INTRODUCTION 

Distillation is the process of separation and purification of different components of mixture of two or 

more organic liquids with appreciable difference in their boiling point. Fractionation is a multistage 

countercurrent distillation operation. For multistage tray towers Ponchon Savarit method was first 

developed for the case of negligible heat losses. The use of the method is illustrated in the case 

studies. The method is rigorous and time consuming. The McCabe Thiele method is less rigorous as it 

doesn’t enthalpy data. This methods hinges upon the fact that, as an approximation, the operating 

lines on x-y diagram can be considered straight for each section of fractionators [1].  

2. FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION 

A typical fractional distillation column is shown in below Fig.1. A typical fractional distillation 

equipment contains overhead condenser, overhead accumulator, pumps, reboiler, feed/bottom 

exchanger, charge heater/steam preheater. The feed  generally enters the column somewhere neat the 

middle of the column. Two sections of the column are  rectifying or enriching section, located above 

feed tray and stripping section below the feed tray[2]. 

3. CASE STUDY 1 

Consider a saturated liquid mixture with composition, 0.7 mole fraction benzene and 0.3 mole fraction 

toluene is to be distilled continuously into a distillate product containing 90 mole percent benzene and 

bottom with 4 mole percent benzene. We assume column operates at atmospheric pressure with reflux 

ratio 2. For estimating number of plates, we plot x-y diagram with diagonal as shown in fig.2. Then 

for saturated feed, we plot vertical q line. Carry out geometrical construction as shown in figure. First 

plotted a line through (0.9,0.9) and (0, Xd/(R+1)). Stripping operating line is plotted through point of 

intersection of enriching operating line and q line through (0.05, 0.05). The numbers of stages are 

shown in the figure. As shown in fig.2, total 8 numbers of stages are required for desired separation. 
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Fig1.  Fractional distillation 

 

Fig2.  McCabe-Thiele Method 

4. CASE STUDY 2 

We consider 1000 kg/ of ethyl benzene, heptanes mixture with 0.4 mole fraction of heptanes and 0.6 

mole fraction of ethyl benzene. It needs to be fractionated to get 0.98 mole fraction heptanes and 

residue with 0.01 mole fraction of heptanes. Total condenser is used. The feed is saturated liquid. For 

this case to determine minimum reflux ratio by Ponchon Savarit method, we carry out geometrical 

construction as shown in fig.3. For z=0.4, we get HF=22 x 10
3
 Kj/kmol from the graph. For XD = 0.98, 

we get HD = 21.5 x 10
3
 Kj/kmol from graph. For XW= 0.01, we get HW = 24.2 x 10

3
 Kj/kmol from 

graph. T minimum reflux ratio a tie line through Feed Point(F) when meets vertical line thtrough XW 

=0.01, determines Q
II 

and when it meets  vertical line through Xd, determines Q
I
 . These value were 

observed to be -30 x 10
3
 and 98 x 10

3
 KJ / kmol respectively from graph. HG1, Enthalpy of vapours  

leaving top plate is 53 x 10
3
from graph. Enthalpy of liquid entering first plate= 21 x 10

3
 Kj/kmol. 

Reflux ratio R = (98-53)/(53-21) =1.4 

Minimum numbers of plates are determined as shown in fig.3. These were estimated to be 7.  
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Fig3.  x-y diagram 

5. CONCLUSION 

By McCabe Thiele method, Total 8 numbers of stages are required for desired separation. By 

Ponchon Savari Method, Reflux ratio R = (98-53)/(53-21) =1.4. Minimum numbers of were estimated 

to be 7.  

 

Fig4.  H-x,y plot 
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